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by Dean Tseng, Fastener World

Taiwanese Hand Tools Sold Across 5 Regions 
in the World

Novumtec Eurasian Associated Co.

銷售遍布全球五大區域的台灣手工具
歐邦貿易有限公司

Contact: General Manager Rax Huang            EMAIL：box@gfb.com.tw

Taiwan-Made Products with Global Presence
Rooted in Taiwan and specialized in trade and precision manufacturing, Novumtec Eurasian produces screwdriver bits, magnetic nut 

setters and various bit holders. Through distribution and direct sales, these products are sold across 5 regions in the world including Europe (UK, 
France, Germany, Switzerland, Turkey), the U.S./Canada, Asia (Malaysia, Singapore), Oceania (Australia), and South Asia (India.)

The products suit applications in various fields such as furniture, household appliances, interior decoration, automotive assembly and other 
industrial purposes in order to improve work efficiency. Novumtec Eurasian has 80% of repeated customers just for the company’s steady 
quality and competitive prices. It reveals how clients love and trust the products.

Located in Taichung, City of Hand Tools- Dual Strength in R&D and Customization
The company has stood in Taichung City (Taiwan) for over 40 years. It has strong R&D capabilities and has developed adjustable bits for 

woodwooking and angle drivers. It will continue to develop new products into the future. It follows DIN and ISO standards, sticks to quality 
first, manages material quality, and does a great job in monitoring each manufacturing process as well as the final products. Its plant has many 
types of inspection equipment, including Rockwell hardness testers, torque testers and projectors to ensure each product meets the standards 
before shipping, creating products of higher quality and stability that are superior than the ones you can find on the market.

It is also good at providing customized products. Depending on clients’ needs, the company offers 
tailor-made products that are price-competitive within the shortest time possible.

Expanding Sales Targeted at Unleashed Market Demand
Since last year, the world market has been gradually re-opening and hand tool demand has been 

surging accordingly. Many overseas buyers have turned to Novumtec Eurasian Associated Co. A 
company must have a global perspective. Targeting one specific region or field will not suffice to survive 
the commercial environment and compete with rivals. Therefore, the company actively embraces any 
opportunity for business interaction, and it will continue to satisfy global clients’ demand by offering 
steady quality and trust.


